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Onward and Upward!!
With April gone, May is looking to be the start of a very
nice riding season. Our after chapter ride this last month took
us to Bodega Bay and Occidental. We had several helpers
mapping the route as, George wound up working that weekend
and since Paul and I had never been there, we needed the help!!
Roads were great accept or one stretch on a back road that we
thought might be different. The road was definitely different,
with much of it being one lane!!! Weather was gorgeous, views
were stunning, and food/fun as always, great!! We will be
continuing with fun rides on May 6, 2017 by joining CA2S at
their garage sale. Some are even trying their hand at being
lucky enough to win the Street master’s riding course that is
2S’s grand prize.
There is much going on in the chapter as spring gets in
full force. Several folks are getting replacement Wings,
working on their current Wings, and getting ready for upcoming
conventions, rides, and group outings. We are also working on
getting a CPR/first aid course lined up in the next couple of
months as many of us have expiring cards.
I hope the Cycle Gear Bike Night was a huge success as
the weather was good. I unfortunately was out of town again so
missed it. I promise to get to one in the next couple of months.
We will not be having a Chapter meeting this month as
th
the 4 Saturday is also the Memorial Day weekend as well as

Welcome to Chapter
CA2K of the Gold Wing
Road Riders Association
(GWRRA), the world's
largest single-marquee
social organization for
owners and riders of
Honda Gold Wing
motorcycles. We are
located in Fairfield, Ca.
which is nestled between
the Mendocino National
Forest to the north,
Pacific Ocean to the west,
Sacramento and Lake
Tahoe to the east, the San
Francisco Bay area to the
south and nestled next to
the vineyards of Napa and
Sonoma, we are truly
Gold Wing Country, Some
of the greatest riding
roads in the US. We are
dedicated to our Motto:
“Friends for Fun, Safety
and Knowledge”!
GWRRA members enjoy
the freedom of belonging
to a Non-Profit, NonReligious and NonPolitical organization

the Region F Convention in Tucson, AZ. Paul and I will be in Tucson and most of the members
at the April meeting said they were going to be out of town for the holiday. We will start back
ready for anything in June!!!!
See you Tuesday, May 8, 2017 for Pizza Night at Round Table in Green Valley!
*****************************************************************************************************************************

wing nut RECEPIENT OF THE MONTH!!
OK, you think this Wing Nut thing can get a little bit confusing! As everyone is aware, it
is very easy to get it, all you have to do is “Speak Up”! So as
things were getting started this month, Several people looked
at Steve Palatino “again”, So Steve decided to hide. Several
names were thrown out, then our illustrious ACD, went over
to Karen, and suggested that in order to protect Steve, he
nominated Karen, because she was sitting there looking so
“innocent”, (Really!). Then as things usually happen, a
sugggestion was made that the person wanting the change
should probably receive the coveted award. So as you can
guess, tlhis month’s Wing Nut recipient is our illustrious
ACD Bill Hogan. Thanks Bill for your great contribution to keeeping the Wing Nut moving
throught the ranks. Congrat’s Steve, you escaped again!!

CHAPTER STORE
Do you need pins, flag’s, bars, shirts, vest appointments, or many other items? If you do, see
your Chapter Store Director, Lennie Millage at the chapter meeting. He is also open to any new
items/special orders that you may like to see or want. You can also call at 925-766-9409 or
email him at litnlennie@aol.com. He has lots of great stuff that he loves to sell.
THE DEAD COW LECTURE:
First-year students at the Purdue School of Veterinarian Medicine were attending their
first anatomy class with a real dead cow. They all gathered around the surgery table covered
with a white sheet. The professor started the class by telling them, "In Veterinary medicine it
is necessary to have two important qualities as a doctor.
The first is that you not be disgusted by anything involving an animal’s body." For an
example, the professor pulled back the sheet, stuck his finger in the butt of the cow, withdrew it,
and stuck his finger in his mouth. "Go ahead and do the same thing," he told his students. The
students freaked out, hesitated for several minutes, but eventually took turns sticking a finger in
the butt of the dead cow and, sucked on it.......followed by assorted gagging, retching and
spitting, etc.
When everyone had finished wiping their faces, the Professor looked at them and said,
"The second most important quality is observation. I stuck in my middle finger and sucked on
my index finger. Now learn to pay attention. Life is tough but it's even tougher if you're stupid."

10 Common Motorcycle Accidents
and How to Avoid Them
Riding a motorcycle is dangerous. Luckily, bikes also give you the best possible tools to
avoid crashing — incredibly powerful brakes, obstruction-free vision, excellent handling and
very grippy tires. Here’s how to use those tools, and your very own brain, to avoid one of these
common motorcycle accidents.
1: A Car Turns Left In Front Of You: The most common motorcycle accident. A car fails to
see you or judges your speed incorrectly, turning in front of you at an intersection. Blame
inattention, distraction, blind spots and even psychology; a driver looking for cars perceives
merely an absence of cars, not the presence of a motorcycle.
How to Avoid It: Simple, you just need to see it coming. Part of your job as a
motorcyclist is to develop a precognitive sixth sense. Look for signs that could indicate
someone may turn in front of you: a car is at an intersection waiting to turn, there’s a gap in
traffic near an intersection, driveway or parking lot. In either situation, slow down, cover your
brakes and get ready to take evasive action. Yes, you do need to take something as innocuous as
a car waiting in a turn lane as a major and immediate threat to your life. You also need to
account for objects outside of your vision. Gaps in traffic indicate the possibility of someone
coming through that gap, even if you can’t see them. Again, MAJOR THREAT, PREPARE
FOR EVASIVE ACTION.
Once you’ve identified said threat, you can work it through levels of severity. Is the
driver clearly able to see you, without obstruction from their window pillars, trees or signs? Is
that person actually looking? Are they looking at you? How are they situated in the road? What
is their speed? Where are their wheels pointing?
Look at their wheels, not the car – they’ll give you the first clue of movement. During all
this, also be aware of what’s behind and to your side. Should you need to take evasive action,
you’ll need to know your routes of escape. It’s no good braking in time to avoid a turning car,
only to be swatted from behind by a tailgating SUV. What’s the road surface like? Is it going to
be able to handle the full force of your brakes or are you going to lock them? You do know how
to use the full ability of your brakes, right?
Under no circumstances should you “lay the bike down.” Your best chance of survival
comes from shedding as much speed as possible pre-collision, and you’re going to be able to do
that best with the bike completely upright, using both brakes.

Even if you only have time to lose 10 or 20 mph, that could be the difference between
going home with bruises and going home at all.
2: You Hit Gravel in A Blind Corner: You’re out riding the twisties when, seemingly without
warning, you round a corner to find a patch of sand/gravel/leaves/horse dung/whatever in your
path. You put your front tire in it and wipe out.
How to Avoid It: Don’t hit it in the first place. Ride at a pace where your reaction time
and ability to take action fit within your range of vision. On the road, “Slow In, Fast Out” is an
effective rule of thumb. Enter a corner wide, to increase your vision and at an easy pace. You
can pick up the speed on the way out, once you can see.
Trail braking is a slightly more advanced skill that you’ll need to learn and practice on a track
before applying on the road. Using it, you brake all the way to the apex using the front brake
before swapping brake for throttle. Since you’re already on the brakes and the bike’s weight is
distributed forward, compressing the front suspension and increasing the size of the front tire’s
contact patch, you can easily tighten your line by applying a little more brake or widen it by
letting off. Doing so should help you avoid obstacles such as gravel.
Another advanced skill, which is oddly controversial in rule-loving America, but which is
taught by advanced police riders abroad, is to maximize vision by using the full width of the
road, regardless of lanes. Vision equals safety equals speed. Again, learn this from a trained
professional before trying it yourself.
3: You Entered a Corner Too Fast: And now it’s unexpectedly tightening and you’re just not
going to make it around. Oh no.
How to Avoid It: Don’t be a dummy. Only ride as fast as you can see and use visual clues like
telephone poles and signs to judge a road’s direction, even if that road is disappearing over a
blind crest.
If you do find yourself going too fast in a corner, the best approach is to trust the bike and
try to ride it out. The bike is likely more capable than you are, so it’s really you that’s not
capable of making it around. Take as much lean out of the bike as possible by hanging off, look
where you want to go and be as smooth as possible on the controls. Do not whack on the
brakes, chop the throttle or do anything else that may upset the bike and cause a loss of traction.
Don’t panic if a peg or knee or something else touches down, just try to hold that lean angle,
look for the corner exit and ride it out.
This is another situation in which trail braking can be a real help, allowing you to safely
shed speed while already in the corner.
4: A Car Changes Lane into You: You’re riding in traffic when a car in another lane suddenly
veers into the space you’re occupying. Remember, our tiny motorcycles can easily fit into blind
spots and drivers looking for cars aren’t psychologically programmed to see motorcycles.
How to Avoid It: Be aware of where blind spots lie and spend as little time in them as
possible. If you can see a driver's eyes in their mirrors, then they have the ability to see you, too
(But remember that still doesn't always mean they're looking – Ed.).
Beware of situations where lane changes become more possible. Is highway traffic
slowing, with one lane moving faster than others? People are going to want to be in that lane.
Don’t be where they want to be.

Look for signs of a car changing lanes: turn signals, wheels turning, the car wandering
around its own lane while the driver checks his/her mirrors and, of course, the driver’s head
moving. Be aware of all that, in all the cars around you, at all times, and you’ll be good.
5: A Car Hits You From Behind: You come to a halt at a stop sign/cross walk/intersection/to
avoid a family of baby ducks when, the driver behind you doesn’t see you or isn’t trying to and
plows into you at high speed. The most common car accident is a “fender bender.” A fender
bender can kill a motorcyclist.
How to Avoid It: Use cars as your very own crumple zone. A single car stopped at a multi-lane
stoplight, with more cars coming from behind? Pull in front of it (wave nicely) and you’re
cushioned from any subsequent impacts. Between a line of cars works just as well.
No free crumple zones available? Stop to the side rather than the center of a lane, rapidly
flash your brake light by tapping a brake lever, and keep the bike in gear and your right hand on
the throttle. Pay attention to what’s coming up behind you and be prepared to scoot away
should it appear someone’s about to come plowing into you.
Be particularly aware in situations where there’s bad visibility, at times when drunk
driving is prevalent (do all the bars around you let out at 1am?) and when stops are unexpected,
such as at pedestrian crosswalks on very busy streets and stuff like those cute baby ducks
crossing the road.
6: Your Riding Buddies Are Idiots: You’ve seen it happen. A group is out for a ride when one
of them stops suddenly or something similar. His buddy is too busy daydreaming to realize and
hits him from behind. This has happened to us; it can happen to anyone.
How to Avoid It: Make sure everyone is aware of proper group riding etiquette and
knows to ride in a staggered formation. You’d be amazed how many people are unaware of this
simple technique. Doing so increases vision and moves bikes out of line with each other,
meaning a temporary lapse in attention wont’ result in a collision. Pick smarter riding buddies
or do what I do: ride alone.
7: You Locked the Front Brake: Oh no, a deer/cute girl/cop/stopped traffic. You grab a fistful
of front brake and, next thing you know, you’re lying on the ground, watching your bike
cartwheel down the street.
How to Avoid It: Learn to use your front brake. It might seem counterintuitive, but that front
brake is the most powerful and difficult-to-master component on your motorcycle; it can alter
your speed much more quickly than your engine.
If you’re just learning to ride, have simply never mastered this skill or bought a new bike
and need to learn it, find a big, empty parking lot and start practicing. From a set speed (say, 30
mph), start braking at a certain mark, then repeat ad infinitum until you’ve reduced your braking
distance as much as possible. You should be able to feel the tire on the very edge of locking up
and the rear wheel lifting off the ground. Then go and practice at higher and higher speeds until
you can employ the maximum braking ability of your motorcycle reliably and safely.
Or just buy a bike with ABS, remember you have it, and squeeze the lever as hard as you
can when you need to make an emergency stop.
8: A Car Opened Its DoorThe biggest gap in traffic was between a line of parked cars and a
stationary line of active traffic. So you go scooting through it when, all of a sudden, Nathan-nolook swings his door wide open right in front of you.

How to Avoid It: Never, ever, ever, ever ride between an active traffic lane and parked
cars. Not just because of the opening doors thing, but because pedestrians step out, cars pull out
so they can see, and for a million other reasons. Just don’t do it. If you do, somehow, find
yourself in a door-opening situation though, follow all the advice above and brake as hard as
possible. Even if a collision is inevitable, shedding even a small fraction of your speed can
really help.
Cyclists call the area next to parked cars, within a door's width “The Death Zone” for a
reason.
9: It’s Slippery!: Stuff is coming out of the sky! That stuff is cold, wet and, surprise surprise,
slippery. Listen to Douglas Adams and don’t panic.
How to Avoid It: Does your bike have decent tires on it or were you silly and decided
that running track rubber on the road was a good idea? Hint: it’s not. So long as you’re running
reasonable tires and those tires aren’t worn out, you’ll be surprised at how well a motorcycle
does in wet or even snowy conditions. Just slow down and be as smooth as possible on the
controls.
In the wet, stuff like manhole covers become super, extra slippery and you’ll need to
watch out for oil and diesel on the road as well. Look for patches of rainbow and avoid those. If
it hasn’t rained for a while, the first hour or so of rainfall is the most treacherous; it lifts all the
oils and whatnot out of the pavement, floating it on top. Treat yourself to a hot cup of coffee
and wait for a solid downpour to wash all that junk away.
Also beware of the limited visibility rain creates for other drivers and their general
ineptitude; car drivers don’t seem to understand that slippery conditions necessitate longer
following distances and earlier braking.
Ron Haslam advocates keeping revs up in the wet. The thinking is that, should your rear
spin up, you’ll be using a smaller amount of throttle opening, allowing you to regain traction
much easier than if you’re riding at 30mph in 6th, at wide open throttle.
10: The Most Common Bike Accident
According to the 1981 Hurt Report — the largest study ever conducted on motorcycle
accident causation — alcohol is a factor in 50 percent of all bike wrecks
****************************************************************************************************************************

The Plaque
From Lesley

One Sunday morning, the pastor noticed little Alex standing in the foyer of the church
staring up at a large plaque. It was covered with names and small American flags mounted on
either side of it.
The six-year old had been staring at the plaque for some time, so the pastor walked up,
stood beside the little boy and said quietly, "Good morning, Alex."
"Good morning, Pastor," he replied, still focused on the plaque. "Pastor, what is this?"
The pastor replied, "Well, son, it's a memorial to all the brave young men and women
who died in the service."
Soberly, they just stood together, staring at the large plaque. Finally, little Alex's voice,
barely audible and trembling with fear asked, "Which service, the 8:00 or the 9:30?"

April ca2k meeting portraits
Compliments of ??? (Not Me)

Sarcastic Al Says:
“I am so psyched about the nice weather outside that I am willing to talk to people about the
weather.

Mostly I enjoy talking about technical stuff & great rides that I have been on. However, I was
recently motivated to do a ‘touchy-feely’ kind of article – not a strong suit of my engineering
background – as my wife can attest to! But here goes.
Recently I was walking past our TV – going from one room to the next – but my passage was
interrupted by a nature show on Planet Earth II. I am not sure why it is called that as I am not
aware of another Earth (only Earth I) – so guessing that the first series being so successful begets
another – but this is beside the point.
PENGUINS
The scene that stopped be dead in my tracks we have all seen at some point in time - Penguins in
the Antarctic - in the middle of winter - all huddled together it a circle - feathers to feathers - not a
bit of space between them - standing like upright sardines in a can - heads bowed down, pushing in
tight to collectively conserve heat. It was an awesome sight as the scene was shot in the dead of
winter – no light – not
exactly totally dark as
there is a lot of white stuff
down there. I mused:
what are they thinking…..
why do they do that …..
since they swim why not
winter in the Baja - or in
the Caribbean - anywhere
but where they are
standing for 4 months in
the dark of winter - with
temperatures plunging
down to minus 70 degrees
- in ferocious winds. It
was a wonderful and
mesmerizing sight. Why
are they there? What force brings them together? How do they cooperate so well? All questions that
naturalists strive to answer to bring some meaning to us – not the Penguins – for this phenomena.
This observation brings me to today’s topic – riders and their motorcycles.
THE RIDER
We all love to ride – it is something amazing - a whole new outlook on life - a wondrous thing to
do. For those of you that rode years ago and not so much lately – or maybe now not at all – your
joyous memories of riding remain with you today as if it was yesterday. Those that ride often have
the same memories – albeit more recent. However, I struggle to put into words just what riding
means to me - for it is a daunting topic. When others recount their riding exploits their words ring
true – but the words pale to my memories of actually being out riding.
I struggle mightily to grasp and describe in words many big picture items - like What is our
purpose on earth? While not quite as heady a topic I have trouble saying exactly why I so like
riding a motorcycle.

THE QUESTION
People ask me -as I am sure they ask you - Why do you ride? We each likely have our quick
response sound-bites - some positive - It is awesome, Makes me feel alive, Brings out a sense of
wonderment – some smart-ass, Because I can, Why not, What else would I do with my time. But we
likely struggle to capture in words what riding really does to us - for us. Sometimes I try to
convincingly describe to another what riding means to me in the hopes that they to will decide to
‘do it’. However, even though my words are ‘heard’ there has never been anyone that I have
convinced to ‘do it’ – so, by extension – I know that I cannot truly convey my feelings – for if I
could – others would immediately go out and ‘do it’ – but sadly, no one has.
SYNERGY
When I ride my bike there is great synergy between me and my bike – between you and your
bike. Synergy - one of my favorite words - when you have synergy with something one and one
does not equal two - but something more – often much more. For example, hold a lit match in one
hand and a stick of dynamite in the other – two rather inanimate objects – but put them together and
you get so much more than either of them individually.
A rider and a motorcycle - when apart mean little - but together open a whole world of feelings wonderment's - adventures. There is great synergy between them. Yes, it is hard to describe. Ask
yourself What do you feel when riding – and can you adequately express those feelings in words –
or it is something that makes you content – gives you inner peace – and ….?
CHAPTER MEETINGS
Our GWRRA moto includes FUN, FRIENDS, and SAFETY. But is that what drew you to initially
begin attending Chapter events? What draws us to these Chapter meetings? FUN - FRIENDS SAFETY keep us together but I am not so sure it was the true and only driving force(s) that
brought us together. When I first came to chapter meetings it was not because I had FRIENDS –
had never met any Chapter Members yet. Not because I knew I would have FUN - that would come
later, as it surely did in abundance - and not because I wanted to be SAFER – safety was not on my
radar, not initially, but luckily that was an added bonus that has surely helped. No, I think that I
was drawn to the Chapter Meeting spot - like a moth to light - by some other force - the
wonderment of riding - something that I cannot describe - but certainly can feel - something I
cannot really communicate to you - but wish that I could. I came to be with ‘like minded people’
who shared this thing called ‘riding’ – not so much to talk to it – but sort of like rubbing elbows
with it. So maybe we are not so unlike those Penguins who gather in the Antarctic to be with those
that share in an aura - even one that cannot be fully described - only felt. After all, we flock to
these meetings, like those Penguins to the Pole, to be together with Goldwingers that feel as we do even if we don't necessarily directly discuss this topic.
GOLDWINGERS
As an added bonus I have found Goldwingers to focus on positive - and downplay the
negative. To be exceedingly tolerant of racial matters, religion, politics, and to devote their focus
onto something that matters dearly to all of us - riding our bikes.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I feel that coming to Goldwing events, beyond not only the Fun-Friends-Safetygives me a sense of peace – a sense of fulfillment – and makes me hopefully a better person – and
sincerely wish to express a Thank You to each and every Goldwinger for that!

VINTAGE MOTORCYCLE RACING!!
I went to Sears Point on April 27, to watch Walt Fulton (Streetmasters) race vintage
motorcycles. It was a great day, watching motorcycles over 25 years old on the track racing.
There were great bikes and great riders (Ladies also) running the road course. I even met a
gentleman named “Bulto”, whose father founded Bultaco Motorcycles. Here are some photos.
If they come back next year, I am going to try to organize a group event, you will enjoy it.

Walt Fulton, Mid 70’s Harley,
with Amaci Engine.

Sr. Bulto, with two Bultaco
motorcycles, 2 ltr. & 3 ltr.

1938 Indian

To old to ride, try racing:
Bulto, 58, Roper, 68, Fulton 69

Vintage Side Car

1938 Indian oil overflow
reservoir

CA DISTRICT DIRECTOR’S
REVIEW
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NANCY & bOB CLARK

It doesn’t seem possible that April is gone and summer is almost here. I guess that’s
what happens when you are having FUN. We started the month off with the Rally in the Valley
in Laughlin…another great event by CA1R. Bob and I continued on to Phoenix, where we
stayed with friends from AZ-R for the 40 to Phoenix event at national headquarters. We
traveled on to San Diego to have the dinner gathering with 40 to Phoenix sponsored by CA-1F.
It is always FUN to gather with wingers…no matter where they are from, we have a great
connection, the joy of riding and sharing our experiences.
April finishes off with two more great events…Mardi Gras with CA1A and Rendezvous
with Q with CA1Q. The Mardi Gras was filled with FUN activities, great rides, fun games,
costumes, and Louisiana sandwiches and Kings-cake cupcakes, and topped off with gorgeous
weather. The Pie-in-the-Face activity at Rendezvous with Q promises to be a big hit (no pun
intended). Come see you’re CDs and District & Region Couples of the Year receive their pie.
I’m sure, as always, it will be another great day with our fellow wingers.
May promise a lot more FUN. We start with CA1K on May 6th in the south and CA2S
Garage Sale May 5th & 6th in the north. Be sure to support our local chapters. Besides the
opportunity to have fun with each other, we help our fellow chapters in meeting their needs
throughout the year. May 20th offers the Spokes in the Oaks with CA1Z in beautiful Julian, CA.
Enjoy the ride to the mountain destination and continue the FUN with dancing, music, games,
and of course food. Then enjoy your beautiful ride home. Who could ask for a more perfect
day?
Once rested from all that FUN, head out to Tucson, AZ for the Region F Rally, May 2628. Besides all the FUN and the fantastic venue, this is your opportunity to get training and
classes, enjoy friends you don’t get to see often, and share in the joy when awards are received.
Drill teams from CA and AZ will be performing for your enjoyment. If you haven’t registered
yet, get on it. Let’s support our Region “F”un.
Many are making plans for Wing Ding, August 29-September 2 in Grapevine, TX. Hope
to see many of you there. Once home, make sure your plans include CA District Rally at
Mammoth Mountain September 22nd-24th. It promises to be a great time with wonderful
riding opportunities. Couple of the Year/ Individual of the Year selection will be Friday
afternoon. Be sure to support those wonderful people that are so special to GWRRA and their
chapters. Classes and training will be available, as well as drill team exhibitions, and FUN,
FUN, FUN. Be sure to get your registrations in soon before the registration price increases.
You don’t want to miss out on this opportunity to have FUN with Gold Wingers and support

your district at the same time. Condos are available at the same greatly reduced rate for the
week before and the week after, so make a vacation out of this event and enjoy our beautiful
mountains.
It is always a joy to hear of all the activity between chapters in California. Northern
chapters seem to be having a great time visiting and riding together as are several of the
southern chapters. That’s what it is all about…enjoying each other and enjoying the
ride…when you have them both it can’t get much better…unless you add ice cream…then it’s
hard to beat.
Keep riding and Ride safe.
Bear Hugs, Nancy & Bob Clark
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PIZZA NIGHT
Pizza Night is Back!! MAY Pizza Night is on the 9th. The location is Round Table Pizza,
Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield (Cordelia),
CA 94533. The time is 6 PM and the cost is $7.49, plus beverage. Join us there for good
food and great company.
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GWRRA CHAPTER CA2K
2017 CALENDAR, GATHERINGS, RIDES AND EVENTS
MAY
 6th, Sat.:
CA1K Rally, Burbank, CA
 6th, Sat.:
CA2S Garage Sale, San Jose, CA
th
 9 , Tue:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 20th, Sat.:
CA1Z Rally, Julian, CA
th
th
 26 -28 :
Region F Rally, Tucson, Arizona
 27th, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After chapter ride, Nevada City, lunch at Pine Street
Café. Return through Plymouth. Dean/Jerry lead
JUNE
 11th, Sun.:
CA1D Rally, Paramount, CA
th
 13 , Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 17th, Sat.:
CA2N Rally, Sonora, CA
 24th, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After chapter Ride, Mt. Tam via Fairfax. Stop and
pick-up sandwich. Dean/Jerry lead
JULY
 8th, Sat.:
CA2J Rally, Antioch, CA
th
 11 , Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 15th, Sat.:
CA1S Rally, Ventura, CA
 22nd, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After Chapter Ride, Clover Dale via hwy 28. Lunch at
hamburger joint. Dean/Jerry lead
 22nd, Sat.:
CAC Rally, Elk Grove, CA
AUGUST
 5th, Sat.:
CA2K, Carroll BBQ, 12-5 PM
 8th, Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 26th, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After Chapter Ride, Drakes Beach, pick up lunch in
Petaluma, Dean/Jerry lead
 29th- Sept. 2: WING DING 39, Grapevine, Texas
SEPTEMBER
 Aug. 29-Sept. 2
WING DING 39, Grapevine, Texas
 12th, Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 23rd, Sat.;
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. Whoever is not going to CA state convention, organize
a ride.
 22nd-24th
CA State convention, Mammoth, CA
OCTOBER
 10th, Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 14TH, Sat.:
CA1M Rally, Highland, CA
 15th, Sun.:
CA1V Rally, Victorville, CA
st
 21 , Sat.:
CA1F Rally, San Diego, Ca
st
 21 , Sat.:
CA2R Rally, Redding, CA



28th, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After chapter Ride, Columbia State Park in Sonora,
Dean/Jerry lead
 28th-30th,:
Arizona District Rally, Lake Havasu, Arizona
NOVEMBER
 4th, Sat.:
CA1C Rally, La Quinta, CA
 14th, Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 25th, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After Chapter Ride, Knights Ferry. Eat @ Road Side
restaurant, Dean/Jerry lead
DECEMBER
 2nd, Sat.:
CA2K, Ladies Cookie Exchange.
th
 9 , Sat.:
CA2K Christmas Party.
 12th, Tue.:
CA2K Pizza Night, Round Table Pizza, Green Valley Shopping Center, 5085 Business
Center Dr. Suite 102, Fairfield, CA. 6-8 PM
 23rd, Sat.:
CA2K Gathering, Benicia Grill II. After Chapter Ride to be determined.
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**********************************************************************
POSITIVE ATTITUDE!
A little boy was overheard talking to himself as he strutted through the backyard, wearing his
baseball cap and toting a ball and bat.
"I'm the greatest hitter in the world," he announced. Then, he tossed the ball into the air, swung
at it, and missed. "Strike One!" he yelled.
Undaunted, he picked up the ball and said again, "I'm the greatest hitter in the world!" He tossed
the ball into the air. When it came down, he swung again and missed. "Strike two!" he cried.
The boy then paused a moment to examine his bat and ball carefully. He spit on his hands and
rubbed them together. He straightened his cap and said once more, "I'm the greatest hitter in the
world!" Again, he tossed the ball up in the air and swung at it. He missed. "Strike three!"
Wow!" he exclaimed. "I'm the greatest pitcher in the world

CA2K FUNNIES PAGE
KANSAS TORNADO
From Lennie

Out in Kansas, tornadoes often hit with sudden devastation, without warning, and with
unusual patterns of destruction. In one case, a house was completely whisked away leaving only
the foundation and first floor. A silver-haired farm lady was seen sitting dazed, in a bathtub, the
only remaining part of the house left above the floor.
The rescue squad rushed to her aid and found her unhurt. She was just sitting there in the
tub, talking to herself. "It was the strangest thing... it was the strangest thing..." she kept
repeating dazedly. "What was the strangest thing, Ma'am?" asked one of the rescuers.
"I was visiting my daughter here, taking a bath, and all I did was pull the plug and the
whole darned house suddenly drained away.
HIGHWAY PATROLMAN
From Lennie

A California Highway Patrolman pulled a car over and told the driver that because he had been
wearing his seat belt, he had just won $5,000 in the statewide safety competition.
"What are you going to do with the money?" asked the policeman.
"Well, I guess I'm going to get a driver's license," the driver answered.
"Oh, don't listen to him," yelled a woman in the passenger seat. "He's a smart Alec when he's
drunk."
This woke up the guy in the back seat seat who took one look at the cop and moaned, "I knew
we wouldn't get far in a stolen car
The Cab Driver
From Lesley

The passenger tapped the cab driver on the shoulder to ask him something. The driver
screamed, lost control of the car, nearly hit a bus, went up on the sidewalk, and stopped
Centimeters from a shop window.
For a second everything went quiet in the cab, then driver said, "Look mister, don't ever
do that again. You scared the daylights out of me!"
The passenger apologized and said he didn't realize that a little tap could scare him so
much.
The driver replied, "You're right. I'm sorry, it's not really your fault. Today is my first
day as a cab driver.
I've been driving a hearse for the last 25 years.
**********************************************************************************************************************

CATS
From Leslie

I've never understood why women love cats. Cats are independent, they don't listen, they don't
come in when you call, they like to stay out all night, and when they're home they like to be left
alone and sleep.
In other words, every quality that women hate in a man, they love in a cat.

J
Date:
Time:
Place:
Address:

Next Chapter Gathering
NOTE, NO MAY MEETING!
Saturday, June 24, 2017
7:30 Breakfast, 8:30 Gathering
Benicia Grill II
2390 N. Texas St., Fairfield, CA. 94533

************************************************************************************************************************************

CA2K ADVERTISING RATES
Business Card $50.00
1/4 Page
$75.00
1/2 Page
$ 100.00
Full Page
$150.00
Active Participants of CA-2K can advertise business card for free.
All rates are per year. Rates run from January to December. Any Ads during the year will be pro-rated. For
information, contact editor, Paul Carroll by e-mail at paul_carroll@comcast.net. If anyone is aware of anyone
that may be interested in advertising in our newsletter, Please send me their contact info and I will see if we can
sign them up. Thanks for your assistance.

FOR SALE/WANTED BY MEMBERS

Honda Goldwing, Interstate, GL 1200 1986 for sale. Bike is in excellent condition for age.
Few in perfections in paint.
Bike has been gone through, and parts replaced, new parts include; new tires, Battery, wheel
bearings (front & rear), rear gear drive unit, rear shocks, sear cover, water pump & thermostat,
Timing belts, all brake pads front brake calipers rebuilt. All fluids changed, new plugs and all
filters have been changed. Various seals thought the bike. Choke cable.
Aftermarket parts, Cruising Markland floorboards, kuryakyn handle bar grips, cigarette lighter,
and halogen driving lights on lighted switches. Also has a sound system, AM/FM, mp3 player,
USB, with accessory jack. 4 speaker system with 2'' x 6'' speakers in faring pockets. Bike comes
with a good cover and battery tender. Shop, and owner's manuals.
Also extra parts, removed include; trailer hitch. Extra faring windshield, few scratches. 4 way 4
gauge carburetor syncing gauge. Various small parts.
This motorcycle has been good to me; I bought it about three years ago and restored it. It has
always been garaged, I am only selling it because I bought a GL1800, and do not ride this one
that much anymore. Also I would like the garage space back.
Only serious buyers need text. If you want to test drive have own helmet and $300.00 as down
payment for me to hold on to along with bike as you get rest of money. EricRedmond@att.Net
(707) 319-0896 Text

************************************************************************************************************************************

KROW KRAPP!!
FROM YOUR EDITor

Well, it’s Here, Chapter CA2K has a “New Look” to our Newsletter! I hope you enjoy it!
It will continue to evolve over the next months. Please let me know what you think. As I have
always said, I am always looking for things to put in it, I
especially need help with pictures. I am also really, kinda sorta
open to suggestions, but will probably ignore them. Also, when
I use the jokes and other anomalies, I usually acknowledge the
contributor along with the item. I want to thank all who
contribute items for the newsletter. Any article published in this
newsletter is the opinion of the contributor, not the association.
Please feel free to contact me at 510-867-1306 or e-mail:
paul_carroll@comcast.net. Thanks and see you on the road!
ADVERTISER’S!! WE CURRENTLY HAVE A GOOD
GROUP OF ADVERTISER’S SUPPORTING OUR CHAPTER. PLEASE TRY TO
SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS, SO THEY WILL CONTINUE TO SUPPORT US!!
THEY SUPPLY US WITH RALLY AND OTHER PRIZES DURING THE YEAR, SO I
AM ASKING ALL CA2K, PLEASE SUPPORT THEM ALSO.

